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}'lg. 2. 'l'he radio pulse from the Crab pulsar. 

of this letter can then be tested by measuring the degree 
of polarization as a function of time. A time -: after the 
formation of the peak, the degree drops by a factor 

1-d=l-ixsinwT 

Then the radius of the pulsar is given by 2r' Jo= -. and 
t,he mass by ix=GM/o2r'. The numbers adopted so far 
suggest that d will be of the order of I per cent. 

The technical requirements are little greater than what 
ha.s already been achieved. We need to measure degree of 
polarization to I per cent at time intervals of twentieths 
of milliseconds. To observe any effect at all will be 
sufficient to provide evidence in favour of a compact 
rotating model the source of radiation of which is on its 
surface. 
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Search for Plutonium Lines in 73 Dra 
and Other Ap Stars 
Jaschek and Malaroda.1 identified lines of gold and 
uranium in the peculiar A star 73 Draconis. According 
to Van den Heuvel's concept•, the peculiar A-type stars 
were secondaries in binary systems in which the primaries 
exploded as supernovae. The surface material in 73 Dra 
may thus be regarded as having been transferred from a 
massive primary in which it had been subjected to rapid 
neutron capture. All the elements up to fermium might 
have been produced in the r process, but they would have 
decayed rapidly, and after about 10• yr only the 
three most long-lived heavy elements would have 
survived: Pu, U, and Th. Now provided a sufficiently 
high neutron flux was available in the primary during the 
r process, all the heavy elements with Zs; 100 might have 
been produced in comparable a.mounts. With the very 
short lifetimes of the transplutonium elements, this leads 
to a temporary accumulation of Pu in the time interval 
between Io• and I 08 yr after the nucleosynthesis in the r 
process had occurred. Even if U and Pu are produced in 
comparable amounts, the abundance of plutonium exceeds 
the uranium abundance during the first 106 yr after syn-
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thesis by ab?u~ one ord~r of magnitude, and after 10; yr 
t~e U/Pu ratio is approximately 8/3 (provided all nuclides 
~tJ:i m~s numbers from 233 up to 253 were produced 
1mtially m equal numbers, which seems to be a reasonable 
a-:ssumption). This is because plutonium has three rf'la
t1vely long-lived isotopes (with half-lin·s of 2·4 x 10• \T, 

3·8 x 105 yr, and 7·6 x 107 yr). · 
. Astronomers usually believe that any search for the 

Imes of transuranium elements in stars is hopeless. It mav 
be t~at su?h line~ may be found in possible Ap Rtars wit,h 
uranium Imes (hke 73 Dra) at least in tho case of Pu 
provided that Van den Heuvel's concept applies and that 
the r proce_ss did not o~cur earlier than 107-188 yr ago. 
The most intense Pu Imes for which a search can be 
made are at3

: 3000·4, 3907·2, 3985·5, 3989·7 and 4273·3 A. 
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UHF Radio Pulses associated with 
Extensive Air Showers at Large 
Zenith Angles 
FOLLOWING the initial observation of UHF radio pulses 
associated with extensive air showers at large zenit,h 
angles1 , several experiments have been successful in 
detecting such pulses from the zenith•-•. These experi
ments indicate that the energy spectrum of the radio 
pulses falls with increasing frequency between 30 and 550 
MHz, and that the shower threshold for detecting UHF 
pulses is > 2 x 1016 eV for showers incident from the 
zenith. Below I 00 MHz the radio pulses arise by a coherent 
emission mechanism, but above this frequency the 
question of coherent or incoherent emission remains open . 

At large zenith angles showers will develop over 
greater path lengths and pass through greater thicknesses 
of atmosphere. Very large showers will undergo total 
development and substantial decay by the time they 
strike the ground. The area of the radiation pool will he 
considerably larger than for showers of the same primary 
energy at vertical incidence. The threshold energy for 
shower detection will be increased considerably at large 
zenith angles. This report describes observations at 
550 MHz, at a zenith angle of 70°, with more sensiti,·e 
radio receivers and a more selective trigger than used 
in the experiment at 520 MHz by the Dublin group in 
1967 (ref. 1). 

A hybrid radio-particle trigger system was used. 
Two radio receivers (R1 , R 2) and three scintillation count
ers (S1, S2, S8} were assembled. S1 and S2, each having an 
area of 2·4 m 1 sensitive to horizontal showers, were placed 
3 m apart in a telescopic configuration and S3 , a flat 
anti-coincidence counter, was placed close to S1 and S, 
in order to reject vertical showers. Ru a single element 
helical antenna (34° x 34°), was located 30 m west of tho 
Su S1 , S3 complex and R 2, a four element helical antenna 
(20° x 20°), was located 20 m east of the complex. The 
radio receivers were identical, each operating at 550 MHz 
with a bandwidth of 20 MHz and equivalent noise tem
peratures of 1160 K. R 1 had a tight a.g.c. loop. The 
singles rates in the Su S8 channels were 41 s-1 and the R, 
rate was 40 s-1• 

A master trigger pulse was generated in the following 
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